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Typically, the first prototypes produced during the development of new complex systems include design, manufacturing, and/or engineering flaws. Because of these defects, the initial reliability of the prototype may be lower than the reliability goals or requirements of the system. To identify and resolve these defects, prototypes are often subject to rigorous
testing programs. During testing, problem areas are identified and appropriate corrective actions (or redesigns) are taken. Increased reliability has improved the reliability of products (parts, subsystems, or systems) over the years due to changes in the design and/or manufacturing process of the product. The concept of credibility growth is not theoretical or
absolute. Increased reliability is related to factors such as corrective action, efficiency of modifications, reliability requirements, initial reliability levels, reliability financing and competitive factors. For example, a management team can take corrective action against 90% of errors that occurred during testing, and other management teams with the same design
and test information can take corrective action only for 65% of the errors seen during testing. Different management strategies can achieve different reliability values with the same basic design. The effect of the calibration operation is relative as compared to the initial stability at the start of the test. If corrective action initially improves reliability for equipment
with one-tenth of its reliability goals, if the system initially has half of its reliability target, it is not as large as a 50% reliability improvement. Elements of the Credibility Growth Program must be established in the official reliability growth program and achieved during the development test program through the allocation or reassignment of the necessary
resources. Therefore, planning and evaluation of growth process programs is essential. A comprehensive reliability growth program requires a well-structured plan of assessment techniques. Reliability growth programs differ from traditional reliability programs in that there are more objectively developed growth standards for comparing evaluation
technologies. The comparison between the evaluation value and the planned value provides a good estimate of whether the program is going as planned. If the program does not go as planned, you should consider a new strategy. For example, if you review the problem area again, you can change your management strategy to ensure that more problem
error mode during testing actually receives corrective action instead of repair. Some important elements of an effective reliability growth program are management strategies: decisions not to fix or fix problems, and Action testing: Design and Manufacturing Process Failure Mode Provides an opportunity to identify weaknesses and failure modes of root cause
identification: Funding, manpower, and procedures are provided to analyze, isolate, and identify the effectiveness of failure corrective action: Design resources can be defined by budget and schedule, but a valid reliability assessment can be driven by budget and schedule to support the achievement of design resources and reliability goals that enable
effective corrective action to be implemented and to support reliability goals. Fix the reliability issue. If analysis or testing can determine the reliability of the error mode, the management decides not to modify the failure mode (no modifications) or to modify mode (implementing the corrective action). In general, corrective action is not expected if the reliability of
the failure mode meets management expectations. If the reliability of the failure mode falls short of expectations, the management strategy typically requires the implementation of corrective action. Another part of the management strategy is the effectiveness of corrective action. Calibration operations typically do not remove failure mode from re-occurring. It
simply reduces the rate at which it occurs. Corrective action or correction of problem error mode usually eliminates a certain amount of failure mode failure intensity, but a certain amount remains in the system. Fractionreduction of problem mode failure strength due to corrective action is called effect factor (EF). EF varies from failure mode to failure mode, but
the typical average for government and industrial systems is reported to be about 0.70. If EF is 0.70, corrective action for error mode removes approximately 70% of the failure strength, but 30% remains in the system. Implementing corrective actions raises the following question: What if some fixes cannot be integrated during testing? During testing, only
some modifications may be incorporated into the product. However, others may be delayed until the end of the test because it may be too expensive to stop and restart the test, or the equipment may be too complex to perform a complete disassembly. Implementing a delayed fix typically improves the stability of the system at the end of the testing phase. For
corrective actions implemented during testing, additional follow-up provides feedback on how effective the corrective action is and provides an opportunity to resolve additional issues. The evaluation of delayed corrective actions is provided by the expected reliability values. Proven reliability is based on actual current system performance and estimates
system reliability due to corrective actions integrated during testing. The expected stability is based on the impact of delayed fixes. The test is consolidated between the end or the test phase. When does the reliability growth program occur during development? In fact, there are more than one answer to this question. A modern approach to reliability realizes
that common reliability operations often do not create systems that meet reliability goals or achieve the cost-effective reliability potential of a system. As a result, reliability growth can begin very early in a program that utilizes integrated reliability growth testing (IRGT). This approach recognizes that reliability issues often occur early in engineering testing. The
focus of these engineering tests is typically on performance, not reliability. IRGT simply avoids reporting reliability failures in an informal manner in all engineering tests. When potential reliability issues are observed, reliability engineering is notified and appropriate design work is performed. IRGT is typically implemented at the same time as the underlying
stability operation. In addition to IRGT, reliability growth can be achieved during initial prototype testing, dedicated system testing, during production testing, and in manufacturing or quality testing or feedback from inspections. A formal dedicated test or RGDT is typically performed after the basic reliability operation is complete. When testing and evaluating a
product's specifications, the test environment must match the specified environmental conditions in which the product specifications are defined. It is also important to recognize that interaction error mode may not be created until the subsystem is integrated into the entire system when testing the subsystem. Reliability growth analysis is the process of
collecting, modeling, analyzing, and analyzing data from a reliability growth development test program (development testing). You can also perform reliability growth analysis of fielded systems collected in the field. Field systems also include the ability to analyze data from complex repairable systems. Depending on the metrics you're interested in and how
you collect data, you can use different models to analyze your growth process. For more information, see ReliaSoft's e-textbook on stability growth reliability growth test plan and management, Dr. Crow's Reliability Resources effective reliability growth test plan and management strategy can contribute significantly to successful product design and
development through the impact of the design/development team's ability to achieve the desired reliability goals within time and project budget. An effective reliability growth management program produces and utilizes critical information about the reliability of product designs, such as tested-proven MTBF, and the growth of MTBF achieved through the
implementation of corrective actions, Potential MTBF that can be achieved with estimates of potential failure modes that have not yet been discovered through product design and testing. This article provides a brief conceptual overview of reliability growth test plans/management strategies and data analysis methodologies that provide information that can
help you make a variety of management decisions for product design/development. For more than 30 years, Dr. Larry H. Crow, a leading practitioner in reliability growth analysis, has developed the approach described in this document and has worked with the military and private sector design and development teams to implement, validate, and refine
relevant technologies. This article was written with the cooperation of Dr. Crow, who published his lectures on the subject and standards for credibility growth analysis. In addition, as mentioned in Dr. Crow's previous article, a comprehensive reliability growth program actually begins with the initial design and mitigates potential problem failure mode before
formal testing. This potential failure mode mitigation in the design is highly productive when managed by failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA), system reliability block diagram (RBD) analysis and/or error tree analysis (FTA). The purpose of this analysis is to increase reliability before testing. Background and AssumptionS The reliability growth test plan
and management strategy described in this article assumes that as the product design matures, the design/development team identifies potential failure modes for the product through controlled testing at a series of steps. The design/development team then decides to implement corrective action or modifications to some or all of the identified error modes to
reduce the likelihood that the modified product design will fail due to the specific failure mode identified. Determine the reliability growth management strategy when the corrective actions that are actually implemented, the effectiveness of these corrective actions, and corrective actions are implemented. There are three basic approaches to implementing
corrective action in the design, and the approach used affects the analysis and decision-making process. These three methods are identified in test finder test: Failure mode is identified, but the fix is not implemented until the test phase is complete. In this case, the increased reliability caused by the implementation of the modification is achieved after the
completion of the given test phase, and an improved product design is implemented to begin the next phase of testing. Test-fix-testing: After the error mode is verified and the modification is verified, the modifications are implemented during the test. You can stop testing until a corrective action is implemented, but it is not required. Testing continues with the
revised product design. In this case, This increases reliability because you implement a fix at a given test stage. Test-fix testing with delayed fixes: Some modifications are implemented during the test and other modifications are delayed until the test phase is complete. In this case, the increase in reliability caused by the implementation of the modification
occurs both during and after the given test phase is completed. Depending on each phase of the reliability growth test phase and subsequent analysis, the project manager can change the design/development approach. In particular, you can modify the program schedule, change the number of products tested, change the test period, increase, reduce, or
reallocate program budgets and resources. The design/development team can also determine the failure mode to receive corrective action and re-evaluate the criteria used to enact the necessary changes. In other words, it may be appropriate to change your management strategy. Analysis Procedure The analysis and management approach described here
is an iterative process that begins with data capture in the first phase of the test and continues through subsequent testing phases until reliability goals are achieved and the product is released. Before the first phase of testing began, the design/development team completed several important steps to lay the foundation for subsequent analysis and decision-
making. These important activities include analysis of previous programs to identify relevant reliability growth patterns that are likely to emerge in the new design, development of reliability growth test plans (test periods, sample size, revision implementation policies, etc.), and the creation of planned reliability growth curves to provide the team with a general
overview of what you can expect during each phase of testing. Once this is done, you can implement the following analysis procedures: Reliability growth testing: Test unit samples according to a established test plan and record fault information for the units being tested. In fact, units can start testing at different times, but it is generally assumed that the test
unit has the same design configuration at any point in the test. This method also applies to individual (one-shot) success/failure events. Observed failure classification: Classifies each observed failure based on whether corrective action is performed to resolve the problem that caused the error. In the test-finding scenario, you can assign one of two categories
that are not corrected: category A, which is each error mode, or Category B Category A: No modification. Failure mode can be assigned to Category A for a variety of reasons that include or are not restricted: failure mode cannot be redesigned or The probability of an error mode occurring is not large enough to justify the cost of corrective action. The severity
of the potential effects of failure is not enough to justify the cost of corrective action. The budget for corrective action does not allow corrective action to be carried out. Other reasons to decide based on specific circumstances and the organization's design/development and reliability growth management strategy. Category B: After the current test phase is
complete, corrective action is taken to remove or mitigate the cause of the error. A fix for category B error mode is also referred to as a delayed fix or a delayed fix. Category B Error Mode Attributes: Identify and characterize the error mode for each Category B error. Error mode descriptions typically provide information about the specific physical cause of the
problem. For example, flange radius cracks from actuator leakage, wear seals and actuator leaks, and fatigue are two unique failure modes. In this case, because there is one or more physical causes that can result in the failure of the item through the leakactuator, the phrase actuator leakage does not fully describe the failure mode. For boogie, it may be
useful to assign a leading code to all category B failure modes in the order in which the unique mode is identified. For example, the first category B failure can identify B1, the second error, and B2. If another error occurs because of the error mode that has already been identified, the same number as the first instance of the error is given. Quantify the validity
of calibration operations: Examine the effectiveness of calibration operations for each unique Category B failure mode. The effect factor is a number between 0 and 1, where the failure rate of failure mode due to corrective action indicates a fraction of the reduction. For example, if corrective action is expected to reduce the failure rate due to a given mode by
75%, the effect factor of the corrective action is 0.75. If you are responsible for eight failures before the fix is implemented, you are expected to observe two errors due to the specified mode after the fix is performed. Numerically, this would be 8* (1 - 0.75) = 2. Efficiency factors are assigned to engineering decisions, and predictions made based on a variety of
factors are influenced by the quality of this assessment. Based on past experience in reliability growth analysis testing, the average effect coefficient for all modes can be increased from 0.65 to 0.75. Individual effect factors may be smaller or larger than these averages, but the average to a large number of effective factors during the test is likely to be in this
range based on data. Statistical model applied: Crow The projection model uses a non-uniform Poisson process (N.H.P.P.) statistical model to analyze reliability growth data and incorporate failure classification and effect factors. This model can be used to obtain a variety of plots and results, including proven stability during testing and the expected reliability
of the design after delayed modifications to category B failure modes. These results are graphically shown in Figure 1, which shows the proven MTBF of the current design in a straight line of 9.55 and a projection of the new design (incorporating delayed modifications) to a point of 15.13 MTBF. The projection of 15.13 estimates the impact of the proposed
delayed corrective action and the effect factor on system reliability. Figure 1: Proven and Anticipated MTBF Assessment and Coordination Management Strategy: In addition to proven and anticipated MTBF results, the Crow (AMSAA) projection model evaluates the current design/development management strategy and supports the creation of other results
and plots that are critical to the necessary adjustments. Growth potential metrics and invisible failure mode analysis are important indicators for this purpose. The growth potential is the maximum system MTBF estimate that can be achieved with product design and reliability growth management strategy. This can be displayed in a straight line in the MTBF-
to-test time plot, and the growth potential is identified in 22.45 MTBF, as shown in Figure 2. While this metric can help you confirm your manager's expectations that the ultimate reliability goal for your design is feasible, it can provide clear warnings even if you cannot achieve your reliability goals for your current design under specified conditions.
Management can then respond to this warning by converting some Category A error mode to category B failure mode, changing the criteria for classification of new found modes, or changing management strategies such as adding redundancy. Figure 2: MTBF vs. Time with growth potential analysis of invisible failure modes provides another important set of
metrics for evaluating product design and reliability growth management strategies. Based on the error mode found during the test, you can use the AMSAA (Crow) projection model to provide an estimate of the error mode that has not yet occurred. These metrics include the current rate at which a new Category B failure mode is found, the expected number
of invisible Category B failure modes, and the expected failure rate of the invisible Category B failure mode. This analysis can provide metrics that indicate the number of problems that have not yet been discovered in the design and the test time required to identify and fix the cause of these potential failures. The pie chart in Figure 3 represents one way to
display this information. The pie chart shows the quantity and percentage of the error mode that can be viewed after a particular test step is completed. Figure 3: Invisible error mode that incorporates Category C failures assumes that failure mode is not modified in the previous discussion or will perform corrective action at the end of the test phase (Category
B), but you can implement some modifications during the test and then test them through corrective action during testing (e.g. test-Fix-Test-Test-Fix). These error modes are classified as Category C. There is no need to assign effect elements to category C failure mode, because it assumes that the effect of corrective action will be empiveally demonstrated
as the calibrated unit continues to operate in the test. The Raven (AMSAA) model (MIL-HDBK-189) is widely used to evaluate reliability growth with category A and Category C failure modes. This method is likely to gradually increase the reliability of the product during test time. If the test also includes category B failure mode, this gradual increase can
increase reliability when category B corrective actions are implemented at the end of the test phase. The generalized raven projection model accommodates categories A, B, and C failure modes, and Figure 4 shows mtbf-to-time plots for this analysis. This plot is similar to the plot shown in Figures 1 and 2, except that the implementation of modifications to
some failure modes during the test involves a gradual increase in reliability observed during the test. Figure 4: Category C Failure Mode Integration The reliability growth planning/management strategy and data analysis methodology described in this article is supported by RGA++, reliaSoft's reliability growth analysis software for the next version. The
software is currently under development, and through the cooperation of Dr. Crow and other partners in the military and commercial sectors to determine functional requirements. The RGA++ software will be released in Q2 2003 and provides complete analysis options for both continuous (failure time) and discrete (one-shot, successful/failed) data sets,



including the integration of the raven (AMSAA) projection model and related analysis described in this document. Dr. Larry H. Crow developed and implemented the management and analysis approaches described in this article, which was written in conjunction with his collaboration and review. General presentations on the basic concepts of this approach
are mainly based on lecture notes, discussions, and other information provided by Dr. Crow. The following documents are also relevant to this discussion of the U.S. Department of Defense. MIL-HDBK-189: Reliability growth February 13, 1981. International Electrical Technology Commission. IEC 61164: Reliability Growth - Statistical Testing and Estimation
Method, June 1995. Note: Two IEC publications on reliability growth, IEC 61164 and IEC 61014, are currently undergoing revisions. For more information, search for work in the . Dr. Larry H. Crow is an independent consultant as a lecturer and consultant at ReliaSoft Corporation in the field of reliability increased reliability and repairable system data analysis.
Previously, he was vice president, reliability and maintenance program at Allion Science and Technology in Huntsville, Alabama. He held the position at the IIT Institute before Alion was founded by 1,600 IITRI employees in 2002. Prior to that, he was director of stability for general dynamics advanced technology systems (formerly Bell Institute ATS). Prior to
joining The Bell Laboratory in 1985, he was director of the Reliability Methodology Office of the U.S. Army's Materiel Systems Analysis Activities (AMSAA). He developed the Raven (AMSAA) model and crow projection model, which is integrated into the U.S. Department of Defense Military Handbook, as well as national and international standards and
service regulations for reliability. Dr. Crow chaired the Tri-Services Committee to develop MIL-HDBK-189, Reliability Growth Management in the United States, and is the main author of this article. He is also the principal author of IEC 61164, a reliable growth statistical test and estimation method. He developed the new IEC 61710, a model with n.h.p.p.
power, widely used to analyze the reliable repairable systems featured in the assessment method for conformity and power law models. Model.
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